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Reduction of Charge Build-up during Reactive Ion Etching
by Using SOI Structures

Kiyoshi ARITA , Masashi AKAMATSU ad Tanemasa ASANO

Center for Microelectronic Systems, Kyushu' Institute of Technology
680-4 Kawaat lizuka, Fukuoka 820

The chargg build-up of SOI structues during reactive ion etching has been investigated. The clurge build-up was evaluated by
using MNOS qacitors fabricated on SOl. ft has bqr found that the chsBe builGup can be &astically rcilced by using SOI,
while the eiching raie is almost similar to the use of bulk Si wafers. Deperdence ofthe charge build-up on buried SiO, thickness
has been investigated. A mod€l to explain these phenomena is discussed

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the critical issues in further shrinkage of &vice
dmension and further integration of &vices is the charge

buildup furing reactive ion etching (RIE) which cuilses the

gate breakdolvn of MOS dev ices and etchi ng profile di stortion.
r'2) There arc two main approaches to minimize the charge

buildup. One is the optimization of plasma paftmeters for
rcfucing the charge builGup. From this point of view, we

have found that the use of electronegative gases such as CF+

and q results in pnrnounood charge buildup, ffid that the

adltion of H2 gun to these electronegative gases results in
remarkable rcdrction of the charge buildup.3) The other
approach is the designof device structuresto reducethe charge

buildup.a) In this paper we report that the use of silicon-
on-insulator (SOI) structures is very effective in redrcing the
charge build-up duringRIE without reducingthe etching rate.

The results to be presented inclu&s the requircd thickness of
the buried insulator and a mo&l to explain the redrction in
charge build-up by the use of SOI.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Metal/ nitride/ oxide/ silicon (MNOS) capacitors were used

to evaluate charge build-up. The structure of this test device is

shown in Fig. 1. SOI wafers were prepared by directbonding
of bare and oxidized wafers.
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Fig. 1: Schematic cross section of MNOS
capacitors on SOI.

In orderto investigate dependenceof charge build-upon buried

insulator thickness, SOI wafen having buried SiO, ranged

from 0.3 W-2.9 ;,rn in thickness werc prepared Detail of
wafer bonding condtion is listed in Table l. A parallel plate

type reactive ion etching (RIE) system was used. Plasma was

generat€d by applying radio frequency ( l3.56MHz) power. Gas

used was Or. Detail of plasma treatment condition is listedin
Table 2.

The flat-bandvoltage shift (AVfb) of the MNOS capacirors

was meixured by the capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurement.

The AVfb of an MNOS capacitor as a function of applied &

Wafer size Q 4inch

Thickness of oxide 0。 31,0.45,1.9,2.9 μm

Anneal temperature 1050℃

Anneal time 2 hours

Etching condition
HF:HN03:CH3C00H
=175:350:175■ 11

Table 1: Wafer bonding condition.

Gas 02

Rate of gas 50 sccm

RF power 50W (80mW/cm)

RF frequency 13.56 MHz

Time 60 sec

hessure 7 Pa
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Table 2: Plasma treatment condition.



gate voltage is shown in Fig. 2. MNOS capacitors rvere

repeatedly used by applying adelete voltage (Vdelete) of -30V
to each MNOS capacitors priorto exposure to plasma. Fig. 3

shows AVfb of an MNOS capacitor observed by repeatedy

applying Vr,vrite=+l0V andVdelete=-3OV ro the gate electrode

for thirty times. We can soe that AVfb almost stays at a
constant value for the period This &monstrates that the
repeated use of MNOS capacitors is very effective to improve
the accuracy and the reprcd.rcibility of the evaluation of the
charge build-up at various conditions.

ln order to evaluate the effectiveness of the use of SOI. A
Vfb of the two wafersetups werecompared(Fig. 4): One is the
AVfb obtainedfnrm SOI (AVfbSOI). The other is rhe AVfb
obtained by eleorically connecting the active layer of SOI to
the catho& of RIE system. This wafer set up is electrically
equivalent to the situation in which a conventional bulk Si
wafer is employed In fact AVfb values obtained from this
wafer setup were similar to these obtained by using bulk Si
wafer. Thus we designate AVfb values obtainedfromthe later

wafer setup as AVfbBULK.
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Fig. 2: The AVfu of MNOS capacitors as

a function of applied gate voltage.
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Fig. 4: Two experimental setups used
for evaluation of SOI and "bulk"
condition.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 5 shows oomparison between A VfbSOI and A
VfbBULK for the case that the buried SiO2 is 1.9 ,r,rm in
thickness. It is clear that AVfb can be &astically redrced by
using SOI structure. Fig. 6 shows &pendence of ratio A
VfbSOVAVfbBULK on burid SiO, thickness. We c:m see

from this figure that the ratio &creases with the increase of
buried SiO, thickness. Theresults suggest that, by increasing
the buried SiO, thickness to about 3 pm, the equivalent gate

voltage applied to the gate during the plasma treatment can be

rodud from about 25V of bulk Si wafer to only a few volt.
The rcd.rction of charge buildup by the use of SOI can be

explained by the model shown in Fig. 7.Thatis, SOI provides
a capacitor in addition to the device (MNOS) capacitor. These
capacitors are oonnected in series between the plasma and the
catho&. Thus the effective voltage applied to the &vioe
capacitor is reduood.

BULK

AVfbSOI and AVfuBULK obtained after
oxygen plasma treatment by using the RIE
system.
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Fig. 3: AVfb values measured by repeatedly
applying Vrvrite= +lOV and Vdelete
=-30V.
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Fig.5:
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Fig。 6: △Vfb change with thiCkness of

buried Si02.

Fig. 7: Model to explain the charge build-up
reduction bv the use of SOI.

Next the relationship between thickness of buried SiO, ard

etching rate have been investigated. Fig. 8 shows change in Si

etching ratewith thickness of buriedSiO, thickness. Gas usod

was CF-(4osccm)+O,(l0sccm). The tests were canied outfor
RF powers l50W and400W. Wecan seefrom this figurethat

etching rate at4OOW is almost independe.lrt of the thickness of
buriod Siq, while AVfb can be drastically rcfuced by using

SOI structure. The etching rate at l50W shows a little
&pen&nce on the thickness of buried Siq. This result

suggests that, at low RF power, SOI slightly affect the self

bias voltage V& since the V& itself is small. However, the

change in etching rate with the use of SOI is very small

compared with the drastical decrease of AVfb.
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Fig.8:Si etching rate at RF power 150W and 400W

change with thickness of buHed Si0 2.

5. CONCLUSION

We conclude that the use of SOI structures is very effective

in rcd,rcing the charge buildup d.rring RIE without redtcing

the etching rate. The reductionof chargebuild-up by the use of
SOI can be explaind by the mo&l that SOI provifu a

capacitor in addtion to the &vioe capacitor. These capacitors

are oonnectod in series between the plasma and the catho&.

Thus the effective voltage applied to the &vice capacitor is

reduced Conceming the etching rate, it has been oonfirmed

that the etching rate is not affected by the insulation of the

active layer. The plasma condition used in this work has been

found to induce a significant amount of charge build-up.3r This
work suggests that buried SiO, layers as thick as about 3 prr

is req.rired to redrce the equivalent gate voltage to a few volt
when such severe plasma condtion is encountered in the

process.
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